AgileCraft® Datasheet

JIRA CONNECTOR

A New Way to Approach Enterprise Agile Team Tool Integration

80% OF AGILECRAFT'S CUSTOMERS USE OUR JIRA INTEGRATION TO KEEP TEAMS
ROBUSTLY CONNECTED TO PROGRAMS, PRODUCTS AND PORTFOLIOS.
Thousands of AgileCraft team users rely on Jira to plan and manage their sprints and programs, and rely
on AgileCraft to deliver that data seamlessly and reliably all the way up to the portfolio level.

Only AgileCraft’s T-Rex technology helps you make your integrated Jira team data better.
At AgileCraft, our mission is to seamlessly connect teams and their work items up to programs and
portfolios. With Jira, we offer varying options that go beyond simply mapping ﬁelds and transferring
data, and include logic to normalize anomalies and correct for human error. We monitor performance
to ensure a reliable, timely, accurate, bi-directional synchronization.

OUR UNIQUE APPROACH TO INTEGRATION

SPECIALIZED DATA
HANDLING

EASY
CONFIGURATION

We've developed specialized tools
that prepare and "clean" your Jira
data prior to import into AgileCraft,
leaving it more accurate and
complete than when you started.
Our integration ﬁlls in the gaps
where data is missing.

We've worked with hundreds of
customers to connect with Jira
installations of all shapes and
sizes, and have developed
custom tooling to make every
integration a snap.
$

SINGLE VENDOR
Our natively developed Jira
connector is built in house and
delivers functionality that deeply
integrates with our solution and is
vigorously supported by our team.

$

FLEXIBLE

COST EFFECTIVE

MARKET PROVEN

We offer over 30 options beyond
simple ﬁeld mapping that allow
you to customize our connectors
to support your processes. *

Each license package includes one
Jira connector installation,
completely free of charge for the
lifetime of your contract. Additional connectors for separate Jira
installations are competitively
priced.

Our Jira connector is proven to
work at scale, and performs
robustly in the long term. We have
many thousands of enterprise
customers that have used our Jira
connector for years.

* AgileCraft is continually developing new features based on real-life scenarios to make your data more reliable. For example, we enable the automatic
addition of start and end dates to future sprints in Jira when they are missing, or the option to add a user to a team if their assigned work item is synced
and that user isn’t on the team already. No other EAP solutions offer these capacities.
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Preparing Your Data: Jira Export Tool (JET)
WHAT?
The Jira Export Tool (JET) is a Windows
executable application developed alongside our Jira connector to analyze your
existing Jira data and make recommendations to ensure your data is complete, up
to date, and ready to use with your
AgileCraft installation.

WHY?
JET helps you improve the integrity of
your existing data, making Jira projects
more accurate and efﬁcient. It provides
quick and simple recommendations
about what it will take to make your Jira
data more consistent while optimizing
your team's experience with AgileCraft.

KEY BENEFITS OF THE AGILECRAFT JIRA EXPORT TOOL
Evaluates board health and gives
insight into any clean-up work that
may need to be performed prior to
data import.

Generates a report of recommendations that will improve the health of
your Jira data and boards prior to
import into AgileCraft.

Guides you through the data
clean-up process with an easy-to-use
wizard using your Jira login and
credentials.

Previews your Jira team data inside an
AgileCraft environment so that you
understand what it will look like to all
users.

To successfully integrate Jira at scale, automated intelligence is required to normalize the information
for consumption. At AgileCraft, our market-proven team tool integrations are based on our experience
with thousands of users. They are designed speciﬁcally to ﬂexibly handle and correct inconsistencies in
integrated data.

AgileCraft®at a Glance
AgileCraft® delivers the most comprehensive software solution available for scaling Agile to the enterprise. AgileCraft transforms the
way organizations enable and manage Agile productivity across their enterprise, portfolios, programs, and teams by aligning business
strategy with technical execution. The AgileCraft platform combines sophisticated planning, analysis, forecasting, and visualization with
robust, multi-level collaboration and management. Learn more today at agilecraft.com/jira.
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